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Motivation for layers of
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clustering target → binary shape	

Detail-preserving sparse image representations for deformable registration
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Fig. 3: Concept of supervoxel matching across scans. Cluster centres are denoted
2
by white crosses.
Left: Edges of kNN spanning graph in the reference image
are shown with
0 yellow dashed lines, edges which are also part of the Euclidean
before 1 layer uniform intensity shape
minimum spanning tree (EMST) with red lines. The possible displacements for
a voxel of interest (purple circle) within a rectangular window in moving image
are shown in red. Note that all 3D layers of the the moving image are considered
simultaneously, resulting in more cluster centres.
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In order to enforce spatial regularity of the displacements of all supervoxels,
a graph is introduced, which connects all clusters that are close both spatially
and in intensity. A di↵usion regularisation term R(fp , fq ) is defined between two
displacements fp and fq of two clusters, which penalises the squared Euclidean
distance of displacements divided by the distance of the supervoxels (see Eq. 1):

Challenges for lung motion estimation
•
•
•

Locally varying image contrast	


-

Large displacements of small
anatomical features ■■
Complex motion patterns	


-

•

e.g. due to lung compression

discontinuous sliding motion
between lungs and rib-cage
difficult optimisation problem → requires:

Coarse-scale, low parametric image representations
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Preserve details in coarse-scale image
representations
•

-

Coarse-scale, low parametric image representations
reduce computational complexity and non-convexity of cost function

B-splines or Gaussian pyramid

-

homogenous smoothing 	

translational invariant	


→ loss of detail, cannot preserve edges

Can supervoxels help?

-

great adherence to image boundaries	

very low number required	


→ preserve details for piecewise-constant images
superpixels
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osed method is a region-based one and uses a
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Previous work on region-based matching

•

mean-shift segmentation

optical flow estimate

A

l

ing

-

For example, regions B, C and D in
a fine level are merged into their
“container region” A in a coarse
level
high complexity

-

B

C

•

D

Optical flow
coloring
scheme

of high-dimensional, high-resolution data

C2F optical
[Zitnick, ICCV05] aim at a consistent over-segmentation
both views
flowin
estimation
& refinement

Over-Segmentations

Optical flows

1: Two-Level coarse-2-fine over-segmentations of the dateset “Schefflera” and its optical flow recovery procedure.
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Figure 1. Affine movement within large segments can be approximated using an oversegmentation with translational movement.

Previous work on region-based matching

•
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•

Piecewise-smooth representations using
multiple layers of supervoxel
•
-

Perform multiple supervoxel clusterings with slightly different initialisations
regions with prominent details are consistently clustered 	

locations in homogenous region are assigned to many different clusters

image region of interest

superpixel clustering

aggregated spatial
support weights

single
superpixellayers
layer
16 superpixel
four
two
superpixel
layers
eight
superpixel
layers

→ linear combination of supervoxels has similar local support as bilateral filter

Piecewise-smooth representations using
multiple layers of supervoxel
•

Perform multiple supervoxel clusterings with slightly different initialisations

→ linear combination of supervoxels has similar local support as bilateral filter
spatial support of
layers of superpixels

- bilateral weights mimic human visual system	

- widely used in CV: denoising, stereo, segmentation	

- e.g. [Yoon, PAMI06, Hosni, PAMI13]

→ details/edges and smooth transitions can be represented using
layers of supervoxels

• "Simple Linear Iterative Clustering" (SLIC) algorithm	


images. Because they significantly reduce the computationally complexity, they
have attracted a lot of attention in a range of image analysis tasks like stereo
matching [9], optical flow [17], and segmentation [10].
We adapt a very recent algorithm, “simple linear iterative clustering” (SLIC)
[1] for supervoxel clustering. Its complexity is linear w.r.t. the number of pixels N
and therefore easily applicable to large datasets. It clusters voxels based on their
grayscale similarity and spatial Euclidean distance. The algorithm is designed to
create approximately K equally-sized supervoxels S = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Spk }. It starts
3
from"Simple
a set of equally
seedClustering"
cluster centres
with algorithm	

distance s ⇡[Achanta,
N/K. PAMI12]
The
Linear spaced
Iterative
(SLIC)
T
distance dik between a voxel pi = [li , xi , yi , zi ] (where l is intensity value) and
voxel
a cluster distance
centre Sk(intensity+spatial)
= [lk , xk , yk , zk ]T between
is given by
Eq. and
1. cluster centre	

p
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ik =
m xyz
v
d
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d
+
d
(1)
!
ik
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Supervoxel clustering algorithm

•

-

The weighting
m determines
theequidistantly
compactnessspaced
of the clusters,
initialise
with centres
by s	

 where higher values
result in more regularly shaped supervoxels. It is assumed that the spatial extent
compare
voxel
only to spatially
"close"Rcentres
(3sextent
x 3s x 3s
3s)x 3s
of a supervoxel
lieseach
within
a compact
search region
of spatial
x 3s. Therefore each voxel pi has to be compared only to all centres which are
within R and is afterwards assigned to the closest cluster (see Eq. 3.1):
S(pi ) = arg min dij

(2)

Sj 2R

After one pass over all pixels, the cluster centres are recomputed. This process
is iterated until the clusters no longer change, or a fixed iteration number is
reached. The algorithm does not guarantee connectedness within clusters, thus
iteration step could be performed
5th iteration
a simple connectivity1stenforcing
afterwards to eliminate
stray labels. This method achieves substantial improvements in computation
time compared to state-of-the-art methods, while yielding similar or better segmentation accuracy [1]. An example output of the method is displayed in Fig.

3
3.1

Methods
Supervoxel clustering

Supervoxel clustering algorithm

Supervoxel clustering performs an over-segmentation of an image that respects
image boundaries. Supervoxels remove the redundant intensity information of
voxels within homogeneous areas, which are likely to belong to the same object.
Supervoxels enable a more compact image representation with little loss of detail.
Due to their flexibility they are also more adaptive to the local shape of the
images.
Because
they significantly
reduce the (SLIC)
computationally
complexity, they
"Simple
Linear
Iterative Clustering"
algorithm	

have attracted a lot of attention in a range of image analysis tasks like stereo
matching [9], optical flow [17], and segmentation [10].
We adapt
algorithm,
linear
iterative clustering” (SLIC)
verya very
goodrecent
boundary
recall “simple
(used e.g.
in cell
[1] for supervoxel
clustering.
Its complexity
is linear w.r.t. the number of pixels N
segmentation
[Lucchi,
MICCAI10])	

and therefore easily applicable to large datasets. It clusters voxels based on their
grayscale similarity
and spatial
Euclidean
linear complexity
w.r.t.
number distance.
of voxelsThe algorithm is designed to
create approximately
equally-sized
supervoxels S = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Spk }. It starts
(scalable toK3D)
	

from a set of equally spaced seed cluster centres with distance s ⇡ 3 N/K. The
2 parameters:
spacing
m l is intensity value) and
distance dik
between a voxel
pi =s [land
, yi , zi ]T (where
i , xiuniformity
a cluster centre Sk = [lk , xk , yk , zk ]T is given by Eq. 1.
p
xyz
v
dik = |lk li | , dik = (xk xi )2 + (yk yi )2 + (zk zi )2
m
dik = dvik + dxyz
(1)
s ik

•

-

The weighting m determines the compactness of the clusters, where higher values
result in more regularly shaped supervoxels. It is assumed that the spatial extent
→
how to
across
scans
of anext:
supervoxel
liesmatch
withinsupervoxels
a compact search
region
R of spatial extent 3s x 3s
x 3s. Therefore each voxel pi has to be compared only to all centres which are
within R and is afterwards assigned to the closest cluster (see Eq. 3.1):
S(pi ) = arg min dij

(2)

Matching of supervoxels across scans
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Our approach: Matching supervoxels
•

Find one-to-one match of supervoxels across scans

-

all layers of supervoxels in moving image (white crosses) 	

restrict search region to rectangular window (red box)
similarity defined by: median cluster intensity and binary shape
target image

moving image
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Our approach: Matching supervoxels

M. Heinrich

The census transform [16] uses a binary representation B of local shape. For each
voxel pi in an image, B is obtained by comparing its intensity li to the intensities
ln of all voxels in
a certain
spatial neighbourhood
I and setting
B(piscans
, pn ) = 1 if
Find
one-to-one
match of supervoxels
across
ln < li and B(pi , pn ) = 0 if ln li for all pn 2 I. It has been shown that these
similarity
median cluster
binary
shape
representations are well
suited defined
to defineby:similarity
acrossintensity
images, and
because
they
are sensitive to edges, local orientation and invariant to monotonic grayscale
Binary shape similarity criterion
transformations. However, it cannot be employed for multi-modal images where
similaranatomies
to census might
transform
[Zabih, ECCV94]
or local
binary
gradients of corresponding
be reversed.
We therefore
propose
patterns [Ojala,
suitable for
multimodal
to use the shape of supervoxels
as a PAMI02]→
multi-modalbut:
similarity
criterion.
Givendata
a
supervoxel clustering stores
S, the geometric
binary vector
Bi of
forsupervoxels
a voxel pi is defined as:
layout
(
1, if S(pi ) = S(pn )
B(pi , pn ) =
for all pn 2 I
(3)
0, if S(pi ) 6= S(pn )

•

-

•

-

-

binary shape ← clustering moving

clustering target → binary shape

We show examples of this binary shape representation in Fig. 2. We define the
neighbourhood I to be the subset of the 320 closest points pn (multiples of 64 are
xyz
well suited for computation) based on the distance
|d
r| of pn to the surface
in
p
of a sphere centred at pi with radius of r = 12 s 3 6/⇡. The binary representation
has the advantage that the L1 distance between two vectors |Bi Bj | can be
efficient distance between binary representations using Hamming weight
efficiently evaluated by the Hamming weight (bit count of all pair-wise unequal
binary values [16]). The computation for a vector of size 64 takes less time than
calculating a single absolute di↵erence of two intensities.
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⊕

-

Our approach: Matching supervoxels
•
•

Binary shape similarity criterion
2D Example: Matching of superpixels only based on shape similarity
target image

deformed source image

high shape similarity

low shape similarity

-

works well for well defined shapes (with small deformations)	

enables multi-modal registration	

matching in homogenous regions is ambiguous → regularisation

14

Graph-based regularisation
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. 3: Concept of supervoxel matching across scans. Cluster centres are denoted
white crosses. Left: Edges of kNN spanning graph in the reference image
shown with yellow dashed lines, edges which are also part of the Euclidean
imum spanning tree (EMST) with red lines. The possible displacements for
oxel of interest (purple circle) within a rectangular window in moving image
shown in red. Note that all 3D layers of the the moving image are considered
ultaneously, resulting
more cluster
centres. graph possible (arbitrary node
Noinregular
neighbourhood

Graph-based regularisation

•

locations)

find k nearest neighbour graph in 4D space (3D geometric + intensity)	

In order to enforce spatial regularity of the displacements of all supervoxels,
raph is introduced, which
connects
all clusters
are close
both spatially
high
complexity
for largethat
number
of supervoxels
→
vp-tree
Detail-preserving
sparse
imagesearch
representations for deforma
in intensity. A di↵usion regularisation term R(f , f ) is defined between two
p

•

q

placements fp and Pair-wise
fq of two clusters,
penalises the squared Euclidean
diffusionwhich
regularisation
ance of displacements divided by the distance of the supervoxels (see Eq. 1):
|| x(fp )
x(fq )||2
R(fp , fq ) = s
lq | + ||xp xq ||
m |lp

(6)

ice that the regularisation between clusters with di↵erent appearances is
k-NN tree (allofedges),
NP-hard	

 which are likely to
uced. This enables the preservation
discontinuities,
ncide with image boundaries. Since the cluster centres are non-uniformly disminimum-spanning-tree
uted across the image grid,
conventional neighbourhood connections do not
optimum
possible
ly. We employ two stepsglobal
to obtain
a suitable
graph representation. First, a
earest neighbour (kNN) graph with edges E is extracted based on the superFig. 3: Concept
of supervoxel
matching across scans. Clust
el cluster distances (see Eq. 1). The value of k is incrementally
increased
until
by white
crosses.
Left: Edges of kNN spanning graph in
panning graph (connecting all supervoxels in the reference
image)
is found.

-

-
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Regularisation on graph using
belief propagation
•

Belief vector C (negative log displacement probabilities) !for each supervoxel
Cp (uq ) = min S(up ) + ↵R(up , uq ) +
up

-

Cc (up )

(1)

c

similarity S(up) independent for each supervoxel (intensity + shape criterion)
regularisation R(up,uq) depends on all pairwise connected supervoxels p and q
concept of belief
propagation

→ incoming messages ∑Cc
edges connect
supervoxels	


•

X

calculate new belief vector for active supervoxel
→ outgoing messages Cp for next (parent) supervoxel

Belief propagation on a minimum spanning tree is advantageous 	


-

no iterations, global optimum in two passes	

separate tree for each layer (in target image) → linear combination of results	

image-adaptive tree preserves sliding motion
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Experiments on CT lung scans
•

3D! non-linear registration using layers of supervoxels

-

only a single scale (s=5) and resolution (1.5x1.5x2.5 mm)	

20 layers, 15000 supervoxels, ~1800 displacements → computation time: ~3 min.

no linear pre-registration or lung segmentations necessary
before registration

uniform clustering

our approach

maximal inspiration (green), expiration (magenta) 4D-CT scan (#6 DIR-Lab, U Texas)
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Experiments on CT lung scans
• 3D non-linear registration using layers of supervoxels
• Motion field (magnitude) for 4DCT scans with sliding motion	

influence of uniformity parameter m of supervoxels

before registration

uniform m=2000

0.5

optimal m=20

1

1.5
0.5
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→ image-adaptivity necessary to preserve piece-wise smooth motion
→ improves accuracy of registration (detail-preserving)

magnitude of deformations in mm

-

2.5

Quantitative results for 4DCT registration
•

3D registration of max. inspiration and expiration (5 cases, #6-#10)

-

DIR-Lab (U. Texas) 4D-CT dataset, with 300 anatomical landmarks per case
11,8

before registration
one layer of supervoxels
uniform clustering
only intensity similarity
intensity + shape similarity

9,6
7,4
5,2
inferior/superior
resolution 2.5 mm→

3

intra-observer →	

 0,8
error 1mm

registration error in mm

→ TRE of 1.94 mm improves on state-of-the-art methods:	


-

2.09 mm [Schmidt-Richberg MedIA12], 2.68 mm [Vandemeulebroucke, MedPhys12]
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Quantitative results for 4DCT registration
•

3D non-linear registration of max. inspiration and expiration (case #6)
DIR-Lab (U. Texas) 4D-CT dataset, with 300 anatomical landmarks per case
registration error in mm

-

4,8
4,2
3,6
3
2,4
1,8

4,8
4
3,2
2,4
5 10 20 40 80 160640

adaptivity m of supervoxels

1,6

2

4

8

12 20 40

number of supervoxel layers
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Quantitative results for registration
3D registration of inhale/exhale CT

→ when only using shape similarity α=1

influence of weighting of shape similarity
registration error in mm

-

Application for multi-modal registration

overlay of MRI and CT
after registration

4,2
3,6
3
2,4
1,8

1

0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2

0

weighting α of shape similarity

registration error 10.43 → 7.33 mm
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Summary and Conclusion

•
•
•
•

supervoxel layers / weight	


Layers of supervoxels	


-

!

sparse, piece-wise smooth representations

Binary shape similarity criterion	


-

shape target

shape moving	


!
!

Detail-preserving sparse image representations for deformable registration

⊕

efficient and discriminative → multi-modal data

Minimum spanning tree (spatial & intensity distance)	


-

enables to infer regularisation with sliding motion

Quantitative and qualitative results for 4DCT	


-

Fig. 3: Concept of supervoxel matching across scans. Cluster centres are
by white crosses. Left: Edges of kNN spanning graph in the referenc
are shown with yellow dashed lines, edges which are also part of the Eu
minimum spanning tree (EMST) with red lines. The possible displacem
a voxel of interest (purple circle) within a rectangular window in movin
are shown in red. Note that all 3D layers of the the moving image are con
simultaneously, resulting in more cluster centres.

comparable to state-of-the-art (without explicit segmentation)

In order to enforce spatial regularity of the displacements of all supe
a graph is introduced, which connects all clusters that are close both s
and in intensity. A di↵usion regularisation term R(fp , fq ) is defined betw
displacements fp and fq of two clusters, which penalises the squared Eu
distance of displacements divided by the distance of the supervoxels (see
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R(fp , fq ) =

|| x(fp )

x(fq )||2

Outlook

•
•
•
•

Additional features to define similarity 	

Multiple scales to improve capturing motion details	

Symmetric approach to achieve diffeomorphic mapping	

Apply concept to atlas-based segmentation propagation
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